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How to win both meetings against the Rebellion Of Prime, Scourge Kelly. Rise Of Prime, Kelly's Scourge follows from the sewer and Botza Metro, and the two-part encounter that ends with a scourge of the last raid. After all this time without killing enemies, you finally get to go for skirmishes with more dropped - and on
this page, we explain how to split your command, navigate the bottom layer of the map, reset the circuits at the bottom, release the players trapped at the bottom, and destroy all the machines in the center of the map. If you want to know more about the raid, our Scourge of the Past guidebook can help. On this page:
Summary of steps to complete the first part of The Rise of Prime, Kell's Scourge are: Divide into two teams: Upper and Lower. Kill the servant to gain access to the bottom. Players enter the bottom and pick up the positive effect of consoles underground without standing next to each other for too long. Players from above
do not allow Shanks to enter the bottom and kill the next servant to reset the console. The lower team pick up a second positive effect of the same color/shape as their initial positive effect when turning clockwise/counterclockwise. The top team prevent more shangs from entering from below and kill the second servant
to free the players. The lower players go out and use their buffs to spawn in Drake tanks. Players enter tanks and fire equipment in the center of the map while avoiding a barrage of missiles. Get out the tanks before the detonation and return to the lower area to collect the buffs again. Repeat the positive effect of the
process of killing servers to reset consoles until the bottom team has two buff stacks and comes out to generate more tanks until the machines in the center of the top card are destroyed. After opening the door at the end of the previous stage, you will be greeted with a more open planned plot of land. This dilapidated
city will be a springboard for both the first and second part of the Rise of The Prime, Kell Lash. So it's best to get to know the environment. Images of the three panels surrounding the meeting that require charges from below. Around the map are four buildings that can be used for shelter, three pads with accompanying
charging terminals, four entrances, protected by an electric shield, and a server. Before you kill a servant, you need to divide your firing group into two different roles; top and bottom with three guardians in each team. The top team will be primarily responsible for killing shaniki and servants, while the bottom will navigate



a circular series of tunnels with terminals and enemies inside. An example of shanants that you need to prevent entry into the bottom layer. As a team member at the top you will need to fight all the potential types of energy, so make sure all three guardians have the equipment to fight the waves Effectively. In the team
your yours The goal will be to prevent shangs from entering the lower level and killing the runners. In addition, you also have to wait for players at the lower level notifying you that they have all collected their initial charges. :: The best gaming keyboards of 2019: Digital Foundry chooses When the lower time signal that all
three guardians have a charge, you have to take down the new servant. This will reset all the terminals in the lower floor and allow the team to choose a second charge. When the team indicates that they have their second charges, you will again have to destroy the servant to free them from the bottom floor. The
entrance to the lower floor, protected by an electric field, while the servant is alive. Once the original server is defeated, the bottom level of the map will open and allow you to log in. Each guardian must choose a door to enter and run into their right to find their first terminal, mark the color and shape of the terminal if it
self-destructs the terminal, and a melee console to gain a positive effect. The terminal you have to hit to pick up the positive effect. It will be a stable colored form. At the bottom there will be a total of four terminals, three standard terminals and one terminal disruptor sequence. The terminal sequence of the disruptor
should never be activated or the meeting will stop and will visibly click between multiple forms, while glowing bright red. This is a deadly kill switch by punching it to activate all the wipes. Thus, players who successfully pick up the charge must defend their position without moving until the remaining player runs through the
tunnels to pick up their charge. An example of one of the safest switches you can punch through. When players all successfully pick up their first charge they have to signal to the team on top that they are ready and destroy the servant. Once the server is destroyed, the consoles at the bottom will be reset. The team in
the area should check out the console they are currently standing on and pick up the positive effect if it matches their initial positive effect by melee console again. If it doesn't match, players will have to coordinate with each other and move around the bottom layer clockwise. If players get too close, their positive effect
will turn red and they will die after prolonged exposure to a positive effect that doesn't match. This also extends to picking up a second positive effect, if a player pick up the wrong positive effect, they will also die. Once the players have picked up their second positive effect, they must once again communicate with the
team from above to kill another servant and allow those in the lower layer to go through the front doors. Here are two guardians crossing paths, holding individual buffs, causing them damage. By that as the players at the bottom leave the bottom floor, they must still ensure that they do not cross paths. These players
Head to one of the three dots all over the map where they can place their energy. It's going to give rise to a drake tank. Players must then enter these tanks and shoot the equipment in the center of the card. A security guard using the tank they spawned to dodge a barrage of missiles, damaging the boss. The health of
the tank will slowly decrease over time, and the technique will try to protect itself with barrage of missiles. The successful use of tanks to destroy one of the four corners of the machine will reset the timer for the meeting indicated on the legs. Here's the timer on the boss' corner. When your team's tanks are over, you'll
need to repeat the lower layer process again. The guards in charge of the bottom must quickly return and pick up the positive effect and repeat the rotation process, asking that the server be killed to reset the switches, and then another servant killed to free them to spawn further tanks. A bird's-eye view of the boss
detonating when the equipment doesn't break down in time. You will need to repeat this process until you complete the meeting, but it is possible for the teams to complete the meeting in two runs. Now that you've awakened a threat that has remained dormant in the center of the map, you will come face to face with
Rebellion Prime, Lash Kella in the final phase of the Scourge of the past. Summary of steps to complete the final meeting, Rise Of Prime, Kell's Scourge Part 2, are: Split by three teams; card reader, first Berserker team, second berserker. Kill the original Berserker and the card readers will pick up the Radiant Battery to
activate the map and activate The Rise of Prime. The card reader calls the first position of Berserker for the first team. The first Berserker team head to the enemy to kill him, and the rest of the players destroy 6 shield generators on Rebellion Prime. One of the members of the first team takes a radiant battery and gets a
node call from the card reader, followed by a second battery pick and a second call. The first team places the batteries, while the map reader reports the location of the second Berserker for the next team. The next team kills the second berserker, while the card reader and the remaining keepers kill snipers on top of the
buildings. One member of the second team takes a radiant battery and gets a node call from the card reader, followed by a second battery pick and a second call. All players bar the final player to store the battery converge on the card room. The final player in battery storage causes the tank and drives to ensure the face
of the Rebellion Prime collides with other players before shooting the boss. Players begin the initial phase of damage until Insurrection Prime releases a buff/debaff emp for all players. Players quickly move away from the red ropes and to players with appropriate buffs for further damage until a second one is released
rearrange based on the buffs after their second phase emp and continue to do the damage. The Prime Rebellion Shield begins to recover, and the first Berserker reappears on the map for the first team. Repeat the Berserker process until another tank is generated, and re-initiate the damage phase until the Prime
Rebellion is defeated. (This can be done a total of four times until the meeting fails) As the previous meeting is completed, the chest will spawn where you originally entered the arena and mean that you are about to start the next stage. The room in which you collect your loot is a mapping area, you should remember this
later. This is the terminal in the card room, you will need to place the battery in this to start the meeting. Before you start a meeting, you need to organize commands and feel the map. There will be three teams in total and their goals will be a combination of all the skills gained during previous meetings. All of these teams
should familiarize themselves with the location of the meeting and the tank pads. The tank pad opposite the cartography at the other end of the card - One, the pad on the right - two, and the last pad on the left - three. Tank pads one, two and three. The first team will be card readers. This team is usually formed from a
single complete map reader and a floating keeper who will offer support where necessary throughout the map, including killing often spawning enemies. The second and third teams will be formed from two guardians each, and their primary responsibility will be to track down the Berserkers on the map and collect their
shining batteries for deposit in the tank terminals, as in the previous collision. There is an additional role for the guardian in Team 2, who raises the final shining battery to enter the tank and shoot Rebellion Prime to initiate the boss phase, but that responsibility can be shared if reported well. Activated map room with the
location of the correct Berserker.No matter what team you are in, all guardians will have to clear any enemies in their vicinity and shoot at the weaknesses of the Prime Rebellion to lower his shield. If there are any weaknesses left in the spawning of your tank, you will not be able to enter the damage phase. The
weaknesses of the Prime Rebellion are marked by six light blue tanks covering the insurrection Prime chassis; weak spot on each knee cap, two on the back, one on the right should, and one under the left hand. There are also additional red tanks that are attached to the weapons of the Rise of Prime, damages these
points will interrupt the rebellion of Prime until they attack. So, if you're not actively pursuing a Berserker to purchase a shining battery or reading card, you should try to pull out at least one of these points. Here you can one of the weaknesses on the Prime is weak on the back. Now that the formalities are out of the way,
it's time to start the meeting. To do this, your team needs to kill the first Berserker. Berserker can be found right outside the card room and will be filmed in the same way as the first encounter, baiting him exposing his core. This is the first Berserker outside the card room that you need to kill to start a meeting. Once
Berserker is down, the card reader has to pick up his core and place it in the terminal next to the caviar. The map will then spawn and indicate where the new Berserker is that holds two shining batteries. All these Berserkers are in structures on the outskirts of the map. The card reader must direct the first team of
guardians to a position for them to kill Berserker. When the radiant batteries fall, guardians must choose the batteries with a staggering between each to allow the card reader to report which terminal they should place them in. While the first team is dealing with their responsibilities, Team 2 and a floating member of the
team of card readers must focus on destroying sections of the weaknesses of the uprising Prime.As the first Berserker falls, and keep in mind that fallen snipers will appear on the roofs of all four buildings in the center of the area. Before Team 2 starts moving towards their Berserker, they must try to defeat these enemies
with the help of another guardian. Then it's time for the second team to work with the card reader to find their berserker. While Rebellion Prime performs this attack, there will be a red/orange tank visible on the back. Destroying this tank will interrupt the attack. It is at this stage when the final battery in storage will spawn
a Drake tank. The player to make the battery must immediately get and make sure that Rebellion Prime collides with the card room. At the same time, all other players must converge on the room map and prepare for the damage phase. When the players are in position and Rise Of Prime collides with them, the keeper in
the Drake Tank must shoot Rebellion Prime to begin the damage phase. The beginning of the damage phase indicates a small pink server-type area becomes exposed. Players must unload as much ammunition as possible at this stage. After a certain period of time, a wave of energy will burst out of the Prime Rebellion
and spread three different buffs between the guardians; angular, circular and parallel. As you can see, there is a slight pink spot now visible on Rebellion Prime now that the damage phase is active. It's time to organize your team based on their fans. If players with matching buffs are in close proximity and their aura does
not intersect with those that do not match, they will get a dramatic damage to the positive effect. But Players have overlaps with buffs that don't match their own, they will get a debuff that reduces their damage and harms them over time. This will happen twice in a cycle of damage. Here you can see the rope that appears
when players sit next to each other with the wrong buff. Amateurs can be extremely difficult to deal with and will make or break your meeting. If the players managed to get the right deal, they will be able to shoot the Rise of Prime in two stages. The recommended strategy to ensure players don't overlap buffs is to
negotiate a triangular formation with each point of the triangle assigned to one of the buffs on spawning grounds. This is a window that you have to push against the damage phase to the left. It is recommended that one point be based on the door at the back of the card room, one point in the window to the left of the card
room, and the final point of the triangle in the right front window. This allows all players to see Rise Of Prime if they are positioned correctly and provide cover from any enemies that generate. And this is the second window that you have to hug on the right during the damage phase after the positive effect has been
applied. And on top of that, the meeting is good. After showing the set time period, Insurrection Prime will notify the players of the beginning of the attack. You can't stop this attack after the message is displayed on the screen, even with the tank. Fortunately, when you defeat The Rise of Prime it means the end of the
Scourge of the past, and it is time to collect the loot. All you have to do is fall into the hole that Rebellion Prime previously occupied. Congratulations! Now it's time to wait for the next weekly reset to do it over and over again! This content is hosted on an external platform that will only be displayed if you are targeting
cookies. Please turn on the cookies for viewing. View. scourge of the past boss guide 2020. scourge of the past boss phase 1 guide
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